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Caroline Ragadottir

Caroline Ragadottir is a player character originally played by Bloodyscarlet. She has since been adopted
by paladinrpg1), and is a medic aboard the YSS Shinsugo. In 2021 she was returned to Bloodyscarlet.

Caroline Ragadottir

Species: NH-33 Nekovalkyrja
Gender: Female

Age: 4 years (Born YE 37)
Height: 5' 6”
Weight: 45kg

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai

Occupation:

 08 Medical
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Caroline Ragadottir

Rank:

 Nitô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Shinsugo

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5' 6”
Mass: 45kg
Measurements: 35D-24-35

Build and Skin Color: She has athletic young adult female human with an hourglass shaped body.Her
skin is an ice blue colour with darker blue lips.

Eyes and Facial Features: Her eyes are almond shape with large golden irises, she has a button nose
and a heart shaped faced.

Ears: She has cat like ears with pink fur on them.

Hair Color and Style: She has short pink hair in a pixie cut style.

Distinguishing Features:

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: She likes to play with random things at different times, she tries her hardest when doing
something but if she is doing nothing her mind wonders and she finds herself doing things that are
random and weird. When interacting with other people she is also super hyper and friendly, never upset
and never without a smile on her face. She never seems to get angry, even when put in a situation that
would cause normal people to start fuming.

Likes: Teddies (especially her stuffed seal), cute things, people and food.
Dislikes: Mean people, hateful people and silence.
Goals: She wants to help any way she can.

History

Creators

Star Army of Yamatai
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Pre-RP

Caroline was created with a few others Nekos so they were all 'born' at the same time,they call each
other sisters because they were taught together and stayed together thoughout training, she felt happy
with the other Nekos and cared for each them. When they all finished training they decided to get
teddies to remember that they care for each other, Caroline got a litte plush seal and loves it a lot.

History

Caroline was part of a crew of a new destroyed ship, she protected herself until help arrived in the form
of the YSS Sakishima, while the landing party was on the ground they were attacked and Caroline ran
around using her medic training to help all the crew that was injured.

Skills

Star Army Common Skills

Biology

Caroline was taught genetics, xenobiology and zoology while in training,she loves Biology as it also helps
her sort out medicine and gives her information on loads of different species.

Chemistry

Caroline was taught how to creating new substances, she uses this to help make medicine when she
needs to.

Entertainment

Caroline loves to make people laugh and enjoys to see people smile, she finds laughter is the best
medicine.

Medical and Science

Caroline was taught how to do surgery and all about pathology, medicine and cybernetics installation
which is what she wanted as she wanted to be a Medic.
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Inventory

Caroline Ragadottir has the following items:

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Seal teddy

Finances

Caroline Ragadottir is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
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